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Purpose: The aim of this study was to evaluate the feasibility of a community pharmacy-delivered intervention to shift patients’ 
beliefs about short-acting beta2 agonists (SABA) in asthma management. The study targeted individual beliefs about SABA and 
assessed actual SABA use, focusing on reducing SABA use as well as adherence to inhaled corticosteroids (ICS) as a preventive 
measure.
Patients and Methods: This non-randomized, before-and-after feasibility study enrolled participants with asthma from four 
community pharmacies in Auckland, New Zealand. Eligible participants were aged 18 years and above and were prescribed 
a SABA for their asthma. The intervention included the SABA reliance questionnaire to determine the degree of SABA reliance, 
verbal discussions with pharmacists personalised according to the degree of SABA reliance identified, and referral to general 
practitioners as appropriate.
Results: Of the 44 patients who consented into the study, 19 were in the control group and 16 in the intervention group. Recruitment 
and retention were modest, with 10 control and five intervention participants completing the 90-day follow-up. Although not 
statistically significant, preliminary results indicated reduced SABA reliance and increased ICS adherence in the intervention group, 
and reduced SABA refill. Feedback showed that 78% of intervention participants found the information easy to understand, and 56% 
expressed intent to consult their general practitioners. Pharmacy staff found the intervention feasible but noted time constraints as 
a barrier to intervention delivery.
Conclusion: The study demonstrates that a community pharmacy-delivered intervention is feasible and acceptable to both patients 
and pharmacists. While preliminary results show a positive effect on reducing SABA reliance and improvement of ICS adherence, the 
results were not statistically significant due to the small numbers recruited. This suggests a larger randomised trial is indicated. This 
intervention holds promise for addressing the over-reliance on SABA in asthma management and improving adherence to preventive 
therapies.
Keywords: adherence, SABA, SRQ, feasibility, pharmacist, asthma

Introduction
The most recent asthma guidelines have recommended a shift away from the use of short-acting beta2 agonists (SABAs) 
for asthma management, with frequent SABA use (≥3 times per week) being an indicator of poorly controlled asthma.1 

Because SABAs mask, rather than treat underlying inflammation, overuse can increase the likelihood of exacerbations 
and mortality.2 The negative effects associated with SABA overuse can be rapid; the odds of asthma-related admissions 
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are increased by 1.45 in the three-months following SABA overuse, and SABA overuse increases asthma-related costs.3 

Despite the risks, SABA over-reliance and overuse remains common, and is worsened by poor ICS adherence.2,4,5 In 
New Zealand, up to 50% of individuals using a SABA regularly are not using a preventer regularly.6 ICS adherence rates 
are typically only 25–35%, leaving many exposed to SABA-only treatment, thus reinforcing the risks of SABA over- 
reliance.7

Convincing patients to make such a fundamental change away from SABA is challenging, particularly when clinician 
time is already limited and most patients are prescribed SABA since childhood. Many patients are “attached” to their 
SABA, believing this to be the best way to control their asthma4,8 and thus need to be convinced of their personal need to 
change treatments. They may be unaware that their current ways of using SABA, which have become routine practice to 
them (e.g. daily), are considered overuse.

Community pharmacists are ideally placed to motivate and enable patients to reduce SABA use and to provide 
personalised support to individuals with asthma. Community pharmacists are well-skilled in patient counselling, 
providing medication information, have regular contact and established rapport with their patients. However, motivating 
and enabling patients to reduce SABA use can be challenging for any health professional to address. Simply providing 
information is unlikely to be sufficient to change behaviour.9 Patients may require discussions with health professionals 
in a way that addresses the individual’s beliefs.10,11 A discussion that addresses misplaced beliefs about their personal 
need for SABA, and persuades them of the risks of harm is required.10 As there is often limited time in consultations, 
there is a need for a brief intervention that can quickly and accurately identify and address any misplaced beliefs that put 
patients at risk of SABA over-reliance and overuse.

One method of addressing SABA reliance could be the use of a self-completion tool to encourage patients to self- 
reflect on and challenge existing pre-conceptions prior to interaction with a health professional. The Risk of Reliance Test 
(RRT) is a recently developed, brief, online intervention for patients with asthma, designed to identify and change patient 
beliefs driving inappropriate SABA use.12 The RRT comprises two parts: the SABA Reliance Questionnaire (SRQ) along 
with behaviour change messages that are personalised depending on the participant responses to the SRQ. The SRQ is 
a validated questionnaire that identifies patient beliefs influencing SABA over-reliance and overuse.13 The SRQ 
responses can be used to guide the delivery of brief, behaviour change messages designed to shift patient beliefs 
about SABA based on their responses to the SRQ, as part of the RRT intervention. Previous work on an online sample of 
participants with asthma has shown that significant changes in beliefs driving SABA use were seen after exposure to the 
brief messages immediately and at 2-weeks after intervention exposure (p < 0.0001).14 However, it is not clear whether 
this intervention can be delivered in a clinical setting, for example by pharmacists, and whether pharmacists and patients 
will find this acceptable in practice.

The aim of this study was to investigate the feasibility of community pharmacists delivering the RRT to stimulate 
discussion and feedback with patients regarding SABA use. Secondly, a preliminary evaluation of the effect of the 
intervention on individual’s beliefs about SABA and on actual SABA use was explored as well as its effect on asthma 
control and adherence to ICS.

Materials and Methods
The study follows the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) extension for randomised pilot and 
feasibility trials,15 and was registered with the Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry (study no.: 
ACTRN12620001345976). This study complies with the Declaration of Helsinki. Ethics approval was granted by the 
New Zealand Northern B Health and Disability Ethics Committee (ref: 20/NTB/153). All participants involved gave 
informed consent, including to publish anonymous responses. The full protocol has been previously reported.16

This was a non-randomised, before- and after-feasibility study of individuals with asthma attending community 
pharmacies in Auckland, New Zealand. Individuals presenting to one of the four enrolled community pharmacies were 
eligible to participate in the study if they were aged 18 years or over and prescribed a SABA as a “reliever” for their 
asthma symptoms. Individuals were not eligible to participate if they were using a SABA for a reason other than asthma 
(eg viral respiratory infection, exercise-induced asthma) or did not manage their own medicines.
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Recruitment
Community pharmacy study sites were selected based on an expression of interest process via advertisement through 
New Zealand’s professional pharmacy body – the Pharmaceutical Society of NZ (PSNZ) email newsletter. Interested 
pharmacies were selected based on their reason for wishing to participate, socio-demographics of the population they 
serve, pharmacy location, and number of SABA prescriptions in the last year.

Participants were a sample of patients who self-selected to be involved by responding to study advertisements at the 
enrolled community pharmacies. Pharmacy staff also personally invited patients who presented with a prescription for an 
asthma medication. Interested patients scanned a QR code or used the URL on the study advertisement to complete the 
study survey online. Patients also had the option to fill out a paper questionnaire if they preferred. All participants who 
completed follow-up surveys received a NZD$10 voucher for a national retail chain.

Study Procedure
Pharmacies began in the control phase in January 2021, where patients were recruited and continued to receive usual 
care. After three months of control phase, pharmacists received training on the intervention and participants were then 
recruited into the intervention phase. Overall, the study was conducted over six months starting with the control phase 
from 19th January to 15th April 2021, followed by the intervention phase from 16th April to 16th July 2021.

All patients who met the eligibility criteria and agreed to the online consent form were asked to complete a survey at 
the pharmacy on their personal device. The survey elicited basic sociodemographic and patient characteristics, reliever 
overuse (SRQ),12 asthma control (Asthma Control Test [ACT]17) and self-reported adherence to ICS (Medication 
Adherence Report Scale [MARS-5]13), if applicable. Participants were also asked to complete the SRQ, ACT (90 days 
only) and MARS-5 at 30 days and 90 days after enrolment.

The SRQ assesses patient beliefs about SABA to identify patients at risk of SABA over-reliance and overuse.12 The 
SRQ is a validated questionnaire with a series of statements about SABA; participants indicate their level of agreement 
with each statement using a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = uncertain, 4 = agree and 5 
= strongly agree. Higher scores indicate higher necessity beliefs for SABA, reflecting higher reliance on SABA. The 
ACT is a five-item questionnaire to assess asthma symptom control over the previous four weeks, with scores from 5 to 
25.17 High scores indicate better asthma control. For participants who self-reported using a ICS, MARS-5 was used to 
assess adherence.13 MARS-5 consists of five statements regarding adherence-taking behaviours that are answered on 
a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 = always, 2 = often, 3 = sometimes, 4 = rarely and 5 = never, ranging from 5 to 25. A high 
MARS-5 score indicates better adherence.

Control
Pharmacists were asked to provide usual care to participants during the control phase. This may have involved education 
on asthma inhaler technique and reliever overuse. Pharmacists were blinded to control participants’ answers to the 
survey. Once the control participants had completed the 90-day follow-up, they were provided the results of their SRQ 
score. This ensured all participants had the opportunity to receive the SRQ standardised intervention (ie, the RRT).

Intervention
Participants recruited during the intervention phase of the study received usual care from their community pharmacy in 
addition to the intervention. The RRT is a brief, pragmatic intervention aimed to shift any misplaced beliefs identified 
from participant’s responses from the SRQ, with the aim of reducing SABA over-reliance and overuse and improving 
adherence to preventer medication.

The RRT intervention comprised three components:

1. Delivery of standardised written information about SABA and asthma, tailored to the participant’s responses to the 
SRQ;18

2. Personalised verbal discussion between the pharmacist and participant based on the specific responses to the study 
questionnaires; and
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3. Referral to general practitioner (GP) for those at risk of SABA overuse (SRQ score ≥18) or those who self- 
reported not using a preventer.

Participants in the intervention phase were provided with their score from the SRQ directly on their personal device after 
they had completed the questionnaire. The score ranged between 5 and 25 and based on this, participants were told they 
were either low (≤10), medium (11–17) or high (≥18) risk of relying on their reliever inhalers. Based on their 
personalised score, participants were also provided with information on their personal device about what their score 
might mean for their asthma. Intervention participants were asked to complete the SRQ immediately after receiving the 
intervention.

Participants were then asked to show their SRQ score to the pharmacist. The pharmacist then had a discussion with 
the participant regarding their responses to the SRQ. For participants who had a score of 11 or more (medium or high 
risk), the pharmacist gave behaviour-change messages verbally along with written information to shift beliefs, based on 
the specific responses to each statement in the SRQ. For participants with scores of less than 11 on the SRQ (low risk), 
the pharmacists provided messages that reinforced their current behaviour and strengthened their current treatment and 
asthma beliefs. These messages were developed by the research team, based on the extended Common Sense Model and 
Necessity Concerns Framework.19–21

Finally, all participants who indicated to the pharmacist that they were not using a preventer were referred to their GP. 
Pharmacists also encouraged the participants to have a discussion with their GP about their answers to the questionnaire 
and their appropriateness for preventer treatment.

Outcome Measures
Feasibility and Acceptability Outcome Measures
To assess the feasibility of community pharmacists delivering the RRT intervention, data were collected on participant 
recruitment and retention rates, intervention fidelity, the appropriateness of, and procedures of outcome measures pre- 
and post-intervention. To determine the acceptability of the intervention in the community pharmacy setting, feedback 
from participants and pharmacists was obtained. Participants in the intervention group were invited to complete an 
acceptability questionnaire directly after their first pharmacist consultation at enrolment. This questionnaire was devel-
oped using the Theoretical Framework of Acceptability,22 to assess the acceptability of the intervention’s content and 
pharmacist delivery of the intervention. Participants rated their agreement with statements on a 5-point Likert-type scale, 
with higher scores indicating higher levels of acceptability. Pharmacy staff were invited to provide feedback on the 
intervention after patient recruitment through a structured feedback session with a researcher, covering the intervention 
training, intervention content, research design issues, intervention delivery, barriers to recruitment and the potential for 
future implementation (Supplementary File 1).

Exploratory Analyses on Treatment Beliefs, Asthma Control and Medication Adherence
As this was a feasibility study, we aimed to identify any signals that may demonstrate that the RRT could be 
effective at changing behaviour. This was done to help inform future studies and gauge the appropriateness of the 
measures used.23 Differences in beliefs about SABA (measured by the SRQ), ACT and MARS-5 scores between the 
intervention group at baseline compared to the study time points were investigated. SABA refill data were also 
collected and compared. Data on SABA use were obtained from participants’ electronic dispensing records. 
Dispensing information on the number of SABA inhalers was obtained for the 90-day period prior to enrolment 
(baseline), and compared with the dispensing rate in the 90 and 180 days after enrolment (ie, during the study 
duration).

Sample Size
The primary aim of the study was to obtain estimates of feasibility and acceptability, as well as outcome variability to 
inform planning of a larger, sufficiently powered randomised controlled study.24 Previous research suggests a sample size 
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of 12 per group would allow for sufficiently precise estimates of the variance of the SRQ change to use in future 
studies.25 The study aimed to recruit a sample of 120 participants (60 per group).

Data Analysis
Recruitment and attrition rates, quality of data collection, and number of contacts and dropouts were reported descrip-
tively. Acceptability feedback from pharmacists was analysed qualitatively using the general inductive approach (GIA).26 

Emerging themes from the feedback sessions with pharmacists on intervention acceptability were developed by system-
atically studying interview notes under pre-arranged topics. Any similarities and differences were also explored and 
documented.

Changes in continuous outcomes (SRQ, MARS-5 and ACT scores) at baseline, immediately after enrolment, over 30- 
and 90-days follow-up between and within intervention arms were compared using independent t-tests and paired 
samples t-test, respectively. To assess differences in SABA refill rates between the intervention and control over time, 
a between-subject design repeated measures ANOVA was performed.

Results
Feasibility
Recruitment and Retention Rates
In total, 44 participants were eligible and consented to be involved in the study from four different pharmacies across 
Auckland, New Zealand. Nine participants contributed no or little data and were excluded (did not complete any of the 
questionnaires after providing consent [n = 6], only completed the first two questions [n = 2] and one participant 
completed the questionnaire twice [the first questionnaire was used only]). This left 19 participants recruited into the 
control group and 16 participants into the intervention group. At the 90-day follow-up, 10 control participants and 5 
intervention participants completed the final survey (Figure 1).

Most participants were female (control = 10 [55.6%], intervention = 10 [71.4%]) with a median (IQR) age of 45.5 
(23.3) and 36.0 (23.5) years in the control and intervention groups, respectively. Most reported having asthma for more 
than 10 years (control = 16 [88.9%]; intervention = 12 [85.7%]). Five (14.3%) participants (1 control, 4 intervention; p = 
0.16) self-reported not being prescribed a preventer inhaler. Of the remaining 29 participants who reported using 
a preventer, there was no difference in MARS-5 score between the two groups (p = 0.08). There were 20 (57.1%) 
patients in the study that scored high (≥18) on the SRQ indicating high reliever reliance. Table 1 describes the full 
baseline characteristics of the cohort.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to assess intervention fidelity through pharmacist observation, due to COVID 
lockdowns during the intervention period and inability for the researcher to be present in the pharmacy. Instead, where 
possible, this was discussed during the structured pharmacist feedback session.

Participant Acceptability
Nine (56%) participants from the intervention group completed the feedback survey after receiving the intervention 
(Table 2). Participants were positive regarding their interaction with the pharmacist, with most agreeing the information 
received from the pharmacist was easy to understand (78%). However, 78% still believed they need their SABA inhaler 
and only 33% stating they will reduce how often they use their SABA. Based on their information provided by 
pharmacists, five (55.6%) participants stated they intend to have a consultation with their GP to discuss their asthma.

Pharmacy Staff Feedback
Two pharmacists, two pharmacy interns and one pharmacy technician individually participated in the structured feedback 
session. Prior to the introduction to the research and intervention, four pharmacy staff reported that they had no specific 
approach for supporting patients with asthma who they had identified as non-adherent. Most asthma-related counselling 
was for new patients only, and this focused on the correct inhaler technique. Regarding the training received for this 
study, all pharmacy staff reported it met their needs. Two pharmacy staff stated it would be helpful to provide training on 
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specific patient scenarios, particularly when patients are in a rush, and provide pre-reading prior to the in-person training. 
Three pharmacy staff noted the main barrier to implementing this RRT intervention widely would be time/current 
workload.

Regarding the consultation with patients and RRT delivery, pharmacists reported having more resources available to 
them useful, and one pharmacist specifically stating

The study showed [me] more exposure of patients with issues. Finding more patients were overusing [their reliever] (Ph2). 

Two pharmacy staff stated that people often did not show them their SRQ score, either due to time or they believed that 
patients did not want them to know their score was high. One pharmacist stated that patients would often provide reasons 
their score was high, for example acute sickness. Three pharmacy staff believed patients found the intervention resources 
useful, and one was unsure.

All pharmacy staff clearly articulated that their main challenge with the study was the research components 
(recruitment, ensuring data was collected), rather than intervention feasibility (eg, providing the intervention, patient 
interaction). Specifically, all pharmacy staff reported that time for pharmacy staff to invite patients into the study and for 
patients to go through the participant information and consent were the main barriers to recruitment of patients.

Overall, all pharmacy staff stated the experience in the study changed their practice with examples of providing more 
knowledge, resources and strategies to address SABA over-reliance. Pharmacist 1 stated

Figure 1 Participant flow diagram at enrolment, 30-day and 90-day study follow-up.
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Intervention by itself [could be effectively delivered] yes, easy to understand. Best way would be for pharmacist to go through 
SRQ with patient and then calculate score right there and provide intervention on the spot. 

Similarly, Pharmacist 3 noted, “Yes [it was useful], if time available it was helpful to give strategies for intervening on 
SABA and seeing if asthma well controlled”. All agreed the intervention could be effectively delivered in the future and 
would have a positive impact on asthma care in NZ. It was noted that future implementation needs to take into account 
pharmacy time pressures and the potential for compensation to deliver the service.

Exploratory Outcome Analyses
In patients who received the intervention, there was a trend towards decreased SRQ scores and increased ACT and ICS 
MARS-5 scores, although these changes were not statistically significant (Supplementary File 2). Due to lower than 
expected recruitment, we were unable to explore differences in GP visits for participants at high-risk of SABA 
overreliance, as described in outcome analysis.

Table 1 Baseline Characteristics of Participants (n = 32*)

Control (n=18) Intervention (n=14)

Age, median (IQR) 45.5 (23.3) 36.0 (23.5)
Female, n (%) 10 (55.6%) 10 (71.4%)

Ethnicity, n (%)
NZ European 15 (83.3) 11 (78.6)
Māori 1 (5.6) 2 (14.3)

NZ Samoan 1 (5.6) 0

Filipino 1 (5.6) 0
Cook Island 0 1 (7.1)

Asthma Duration, n (%)
≤5 years 1 (5.6) 1 (7.1)

6–9 years 1 (5.6) 1 (7.1)

≥10 years 16 (88.9) 12 (85.7)
Reliever duration, n (%)
1–4 years 2 (10.5) 0

5–9 years 2 (10.5) 4 (25.0)
≥10 years 15 (78.9) 12 (75.0)

Reliever use in last four weeks, n (%)
Not at all 3 (15.8) 4 (25.0)
Twice a week or less 8 (42.1) 5 (31.3)

3 times a week 2 (10.5) 1 (7.3)

More than 5 times a week 6 (31.6) 6 (37.5)
At least one other medical conditions, n (%) 13 (72.2) 6 (42.3)

Allergic Disorders 8 (44.4) 4 (28.6)

Cardiovascular 4 (22.2) 2 (14.3)
Regular medicines, excluding asthma-related, median (IQR) 1 (0–4) 0 (0–1)

SRQ score, mean (±SD) 17.5 (4.0) 17.1 (5.0)

SRQ score, n (%) n=19 n=16
Low (≤10) 3 (15.8) 3 (18.8)

Medium (11–17) 5 (26.3) 4 (25.0)

High (≥18) 11 (57.9) 9 (56.3)
MARS-5 score, mean (±SD) 19.9 (4.7) 17.1 (3.1)

n=18 n=12

ACT score, mean (±SD) 18.6 (3.4) 18.6 (6.0)
n=19 n=16

Notes: Three participants did not provide patient characteristic data. *Fishers exact test. 
Abbreviations: ACT, Asthma Control Test; IQR, inter quartile range; MARS, Medication Adherence Report Scale; SD, standard 
deviation; SRQ, SABA Reliance Questionnaire.
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Figure 2 describes the mean SABA refill rates in each group from 90 days prior to enrolment (baseline) to 90 and 180 
days later. There was also a non-significant reduction in SABA use over time in the intervention group, and this was of 
a greater magnitude in the intervention than the control group F(1, 23)=0.278, p = 0.603.

Table 2 Participant Feedback on the RRT

Agree/ 
Strongly 
Agree

% Uncertain % Disagree/ 
Strongly 
Disagree

%

I really liked the information I was given about asthma 5 55.5 3 33.3 1 11.1

I really liked having a pharmacist provide this type of asthma 
education

6 66.7 0 0 3 33.3

The information I got about my asthma and inhalers was easy to 

understand

7 77.8 1 11.1 1 11.1

It took a lot of effort to fill out the questionnaire about my asthma 

and inhalers

0 0.00 3 33.3 6 66.7

It took a lot of effort to talk with the pharmacist about my asthma 3 33.3 0 0 6 66.7
Based on the information I got in the consultation with the 

pharmacist, I feel confident that I know what to do to manage my 
asthma

6 66.7 2 22.2 1 11.1

Based on the information I got in the consultation with the 

pharmacist, I feel confident that I know how to use my asthma 
inhalers

8 88.9 0 0 1 11.1

Following the pharmacist’s recommendations in my everyday life 

will take a lot of effort.

3 33.3 2 22.2 4 44.4

The following statements relate to how participants felt after receiving 
the information about their asthma and inhalers:
I have changed the way I think about asthma 2 22.2 2 22.2 5 55.6
I believe I need my reliever (blue) inhaler 7 77.8 0 0 2 22.2

I am concerned about using too much of my reliever (blue) inhaler 3 33.3 1 11.1 5 55.6

I worry about the long-term effects of my preventer 2 22.2 2 22.2 5 55.6
I worry about the side effects of my preventer 1 11.1 3 33.3 5 55.6

I will reduce how often I use my reliever (blue) Inhaler 3 33.3 1 11.1 5 55.6

Figure 2 Mean (with error bars) SABA refill rate at different study timepoints. (Each canister of SABA contains 200 metered doses). 
Note: Non-significant differences between control and intervention groups.
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Discussion
This study was the first to explore whether a brief community pharmacy-delivered intervention aimed at changing 
patients’ beliefs about SABA is feasible and acceptable to patients and pharmacy staff. Our findings show that the 
intervention was feasible and acceptable, that the RRT highlighted SABA-related issues for patients, and made 
pharmacists aware that many patients were overusing SABA. These findings are important as there have been no 
previous studies that have focused on reducing SABA reliance via a community pharmacy setting.

Since the introduction of AIR therapy and fundamental changes to asthma treatment introduced in 2019 guidelines, 
there has been a move for patients to come off SABA in favour of AIR therapy.1 This responsibility has been placed on 
healthcare professionals, including pharmacists, to initiate and motivate patients to change. Patients are often attached to 
their SABA and also have concerns about steroid-containing inhalers.8,27,28 Our study revealed that prior to our study, 
pharmacists had no specific technique for identifying or addressing SABA overuse. However, we found that reliever 
reliance is common, with 50% of the study cohort reporting high levels of reliever reliance. After receiving brief training 
on the intervention, pharmacists were able to provide patients with the meaning of their RRT score and provide behaviour 
change messages aimed at addressing SABA over-reliance in their patients. Pharmacists found the RRT useful and 
appreciated the resources and strategies available to them. Participants reported that the information they received was 
easy to understand, and over half reported that they liked the information they were provided and a pharmacist providing 
the intervention. Around one-third of patients reported not liking a pharmacist providing the intervention. This is not 
completely unexpected as this would have been a new experience for patients, suggesting a need for an adjustment 
period, where patients would need to become comfortable with this extra service provided by community pharmacists. 
As pharmacist roles are extended further such as providing clinical consultations and vaccinations, it will be critical that 
patients are aware of the new services offered and the skills pharmacist hold to be able to provide these services.29

Whilst there were challenges with patient recruitment and retention, the barriers identified from pharmacist feedback 
were related to the research rather than the intervention delivery itself. The changes in the outcome and process measures 
suggest that the outcome measures are appropriate. Whilst there were no significant differences between SRQ scores at 
enrolment and at any follow-up timepoints, the intervention group had a greater reduction in their SRQ score and 
a higher ACT score at study end. The findings provide important initial data to inform future clinical studies and that the 
SRQ appears an appropriate outcome to measure as it is directly related to the RRT intervention.

This feasibility study had several strengths. We included multiple pharmacy sites to evaluate whether the intervention 
delivery was feasible in different types of pharmacies. We also examined acceptability from the perspective of the patient 
and pharmacist. The timing of the study, however, may have underestimated recruitment potential as the study was 
conducted during the COVID-19 pandemic in NZ, which included several lockdowns, with various levels of restrictions. 
This led to patients being very cautious about spending extra time in community pharmacies and pharmacists having 
extra workload. Feedback from pharmacists indicated that pharmacist lack of time and patients time to read the 
participant information and consent form were the main barriers to patient recruitment, which is commonly reported 
in community pharmacy research.30,31 To overcome this in future studies, a cluster design is recommended, where 
randomisation occurs at the level of the pharmacy. However, measuring outcome measures at the patient level (eg 
reduction in SABA use) would still be most appropriate given that the intervention is individualised to the patient. It is 
also important to note that if the RRT was to be implemented in community pharmacies it would become part of standard 
practice, rather than a research study, and so this barrier would not exist.

Further research into how to improve the recruitment process and better support community pharmacy is needed. Our 
study explored the use of a digital component for the sign up and consent process; however, further automation or digital 
delivery of the intervention may have further facilitated the process, for example by using pharmacy dispensing data to 
flag high-risk patients for intervention delivery.

Conclusion
This study is the first to show that a brief community pharmacy-delivered behaviour change intervention to shift patients’ 
beliefs about SABA is feasible and is mostly acceptable to patients and pharmacists. These results provide the basis to 
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inform the design of future larger studies to assess the effect of the intervention of patient’s beliefs about SABA and 
actual SABA use.
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